The Zum AquaSense® E-Z Flush is the most installer-friendly flush valve retrofit kit on the market today. Not only does E-Z Flush allow you the fastest and easiest changeover, but E-Z Flush gives you the tools, batteries, and adapters to start and complete the job. Unlike other kits that limit themselves to the number of manufacturers and models they can retrofit, the unique handle port mounting feature of the E-Z Flush makes it the most versatile flush valve retrofit available today. Once installed, E-Z Flush provides trouble-free automatic flushing for both the building owner and the user.

E-Z Flush RetroFit Kits And Valves

Keeping a sanitary presence in a commercial restroom is paramount when retrofitting or in new construction. Zum E-Z Flush now makes its greater presence known with the E-Z Flush CP and CPM. The chrome-plated E-Z Flush CP and CPM not only address the clean, sanitary look required of a sensor retrofit kit, but also complement the aesthetics of the flush valves and other chrome-plated fittings in the restroom.

Unlike other blue or black retrofit kits, the E-Z CP and CPM create a clean and sanitary, well-kept appearance making for a more user-friendly atmosphere.
Our E-Z CP and CPM make updating your existing handle-operated flush valves a breeze. By simply removing the handle assembly and replacing it with the E-Z Flush retrofit kit (batteries included) you can bring your restroom up to the latest technology and automatic sensor operation.

Automatic sensor flushing allows for greater sanitation, better water conservation, ADA compliance, user-friendly operation and the elimination of odors caused by unflushed fixtures.

**E-Z Flush Retrofit Kit for All Flush Valves**

Unlike other kits that limit themselves to the number of manufacturers and models they can retrofit, E-Z Flush’s unique handle port mounting feature makes E-Z Flush the most versatile flush valve available today. Once installed, E-Z Flush provides trouble-free automatic flushing for both the building owner and the user.

**E-Z Flush Retrofit Kits Fit The Following Flush Valves**

- Zurn AquaVantage
- Zurn Aquafush Plus
- Zurn Aquaflush
- Zurn Metroflush
- Sloan Royal®
- Sloan Regal®
- Sloan Crown®
- Sloan Gem Spec -GM
- Delany Flush Boy Spec -LY
- Wailec® Spec -CB
- Crane Spec -PLY
- Tempus Spec -TP

**E-Z Flush Unit Is Easy To Retrofit**

E-Z Flush is easy to install. Simply loosen the existing handle nut and remove handle. With collar gasket in place, slide E-Z Flush onto flush valve and tighten handle nut. Install the supplied “C” batteries and you are done. From manual to sensor in less than 3 minutes.
AquaSense Battery Powered Flush Valves/Retrofit Kits

E-Z Flush Features

• Best Working Battery Sensor Retrofit Unit on the Market for Harsh Water Conditions
• Adjustable Infrared Sensing
• Sensor and Motor Components Do Not Contact Water
• User-In-View L.E.D.
• Ease of Installation
• Low Battery Light
• Impact-Resistant Covers with Angled Face
• Replaceable Glass Lens
• Courtesy Flush Button Standard
• High Mount Adapter for Tall Rough-Ins
• Standard “C” Batteries
• Choice of Two Units – Chrome-Plated Metal or Impact Resistant Polycarbonate

E-Z Flush Benefits

• Three+ Years Battery Life
• Retrofit to Zurn, Sloan, and Delany (order suffix -LY)
• Twenty-four Hour Auto Flush Option

Special Features Available With ZER Series Flush Valves

E-Z Flush is adjustable and flexible. Our sensor range is adjustable for various installation applications and with the use of our high mount adapter kit, tall flush valve rough-ins can be angled to fit the user’s requirements. E-Z Flush is also supplied with a courtesy flush button for manual operation when desired.

E-Z Flush Benefits

• Increased Sanitation
• User Friendly
• Water Savings
• Hands-Free Operation
• Eliminates Odors and Unflushed Fixtures
• Reduced Flush Valve Maintenance
• Improves Building Presentation
• Modern Appearance

Typical Uses:

Office Buildings
Schools and Universities
Airports
Sports Arenas
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities
Restaurants
Food Preparation Facilities
Malls and Department Stores
Doctors Offices
Theaters and Entertainment Facilities
ADA Applications
Bus and Train Terminals
Highway Rest Areas
Hotels and Motels
Public Restroom Facilities
E-Z Flush Valves Features
Zurn AquaVantage Diaphragm

Zurn Z6000AV Model flush valves feature the chemical and clog resistant revolutionary AquaVantage Diaphragm Kit. The AquaVantage Kit is designed to eliminate the common problems that are associated with flush valve installations such as fixture evacuation, run-on, degradation of rubber components and sediment. The AquaVantage Kit now makes these problems a thing of the past. It provides for greater performance, ensures reliability, and greatly extends the operating life of the internal components.

- **Enhanced Performance**
- **Chemical Resistant**
- **Triple Filtered By-Pass**
- **Interchangeability**

Comes Completely Packaged

E-Z Flush furnishes everything you need for a quick, no-hassle retrofit. The exterior carton is self-explanatory as to unit model and features. The inside packaging contains your E-Z Flush unit, four “C” cell batteries, battery compartment wrench, handle nut gasket, and handle nut wrench. Enclosed instruction booklet contains installation instructions in both English and Spanish.
## E-Z Flush Valves and Kits

### E-Z Flush Valves With Chrome Metal and Motorized Actuation

Exposed Flush Valves For Water Closets
- ZER6000AV-CPM
- ZER6000AV-WS1-CPM
- ZER6000AV-1-CPM
- ZER6000AV-1-WS1-CPM
- ZER6000AV-2-CPM with HMK
- ZER6000AV-2-WS1-CPM with HMK
- ZER6000AV-3-CPM with HMK
- ZER6000AV-3-WS1-CPM with HMK
- ZER6000AV-BWN-CPM with HMK

Exposed Flush Valves For Urinals
- ZER6001AV-CPM
- ZER6001AV-WS1-CPM
- ZER6003AV-CPM
- ZER6003AV-WS1-CPM

### Metroflush Equipped With Automatic Sensor E-Z Flush

Metroflush With E-Z Flush Chrome Metal Cover
- ZER6200-WS1-CPM (Closet)
- ZER6200AV-2-WS1-CPM
- ZER6203-WS1-CPM (Urinal)

Metroflush With E-Z Flush Chrome-Plated, High Impact-Resistant Polycarbonate Cover
- ZER6200-WS1-OP (Closet)
- ZER6200AV-2-WS1-C (Closet)
- ZER6203WS1-CP (Urinal)

Also Available In 3.5 Closet and 1.5 Urinal

### E-Z Flush Valves With Chrome-Plated, High Impact-Resistant Polycarbonate and Motorized Actuation

Exposed Flush Valves For Water Closets
- ZER6000AV-CP
- ZER6000AV-WS1-CP
- ZER6000AV-1-CP
- ZER6000AV-1-WS1-CP
- ZER6000AV-2-CP with HMK
- ZER6000AV-2-WS1-CP with HMK
- ZER6000AV-3-CP with HMK
- ZER6000AV-3-WS1-CP with HMK
- ZER6000AV-BWN-CP with HMK

Exposed Flush Valves For Urinals
- ZER6001AV-CP
- ZER6001AV-WS1-CP
- ZER6003AV-CP
- ZER6003AV-WS1-CP

### E-Z Flush Retrofit With Chrome Metal Cover and Motorized Actuation for Zurn, Sloan or Delany Closet or Urinal Flush Valves

- ZERK-CPM
- ZERK-CPM-LY (For Delany)

### E-Z Flush Valves With Chrome-Plated High Impact-Resistant Polycarbonate and Motorized Actuation for Zurn, Sloan, or Delany Closet or Urinal Flush Valves

- ZERK-CP
- ZERK-CP-LY (For Delany)

### E-Z Flush -HMK High Mount Adapter Kit

Adapter kit allows for the downward angle of the E-Z Flush Kit in the rough-in installations.
- ZERK-HMK
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